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`FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE! 

 

DISC Training with USDA AMS Cotton and Tobacco! 
 

March, 2019 – Comskil’s Galina Knopman and 
Margot Halstead recently provided DISC and 
Team Building training for USDA Agriculture 
and Marketing Service (AMS),  Cotton and 
Tobacco Program’s (C&T) new and returning 
managers. The 2-day training event took place 
in Memphis, TN, home base for C&T 
which facilitates the domestic and 
international fair marketing of cotton and 
tobacco through a variety of services used by 
industry to measure quality, ensure 
consistency and report market activity. The 
program’s standards are used by more than 
50 countries for the instrument and visual grading of cotton and tobacco. 

Our instructors focused on the DiSC Model and applications and then expanded real life scenario 
exercises to include the following areas for development: 

• Navigating Group Dynamics 
• Listening Skills 
• Leadership skills 
• Problem-solving 

• Building Trust 
• Creativity 
• Time Management 

 

Our mini-lectures and scenario activities provided 
opportunities to practice new skills and awareness 
as individuals and together in teams. 

Comskil has also provided Team Building and 
Generational Dynamics to C&T participants in the 
last year. We look forward to coaching and 
providing more workshops to our C&T client. 

 

Featured Coach      

                   
Margot Halstead, PCC joined Comskil in Fall 2018.  She has over ten years of corporate 
executive coaching experience both as an internal coach and with private clients.  She has 
a direct style with keen intuition and frequently hears feedback from clients such as 
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“How did you know that?” or “It feels like you have known me for years” driving results in her clients 
that are swift and accurate.  A hard driver with a soft inside, Margot is caring, compassionate, reserves 
judgment and holds her clients accountable.   
 
Margot functioned in both leadership and individual contributor roles while excelling at project 
management for missions that were specifically identified as enterprise wide affecting cultural change.  
Working for the largest of government contractors for the majority of her last ten years, she was a 
trusted advisor to the executive function as a talent management thought leader and executive coach.  
Margot was selected to design, create and implement coaching and advancement protocols, expand 
fledgling succession processes and support leadership decisions by designing and implementing 
leadership cohort programs. 
 
Margot also has extensive experience in designing, creating and implementing various types of 
mentoring programs including ‘mentoring for all,’ formal, informal, strategic and ad hoc components.  
With outstanding project management skills and extensive experience in the business change 
management function, assisting with large scale enterprise wide HRIS upgrades and entire business 
separations, she brings a balance of business knowledge, project management know how, and 
interpersonal communication that is a rare combination in coaching.   
 
Margot comes with a background in managing legal partnerships in the Washington, D.C. law firms of 
Squire Patton Boggs; Morgan, Lewis and Bockius; and Pillsbury Winthrop Shaw Pittman.  She has also 
taught foundational communication classes at Northern Virginia Community College and University of 
Phoenix.  
 
Margot holds a BA in Interpersonal Speech Communication with a minor in Afro-American studies, a 
MBA from Marymount University with a concentration in Organizational Development.   
 
Margot is a Project Management Professional (PMP) and a Certified Professional Coach (CPC) achieving 
PCC status with the accrediting association of ICF.  She is certified in leadership assessment vehicles to 
include Conversational Intelligence ®, Energy Leadership Index®, Certified Behavioral Analyst (DISC ®).  
Margot is also certified 360 instruments including PDI 9th House, Insight360 and Lominger Behavioral 
Competencies.  She is also a DDI certified facilitator and Love ‘em or Lose ‘em certified facilitator. 
 
The healthy success of the business and cultural split of a large government contractor into two strongly 
maintained independent companies gained the attention of the Executive Leadership Council, Project 
Management Institute, Center for Creative Leadership and MASIE.  Each requested Margot to come and 
speak to their organization about her experiences with Change Management, Talent Management and 
Coaching as she is quoted her in several of their periodicals.   Presentations and recorded webinars are 
posted on the PMI website https://www.pmi.org/ in the Change Management subgroup. Her greatest 
accomplishment is volunteering for the Boy Scouts of America helping 12 boys successfully achieve the 
rank of Eagle Scout, preparing our community for success.  She volunteers her coaching time assisting 
older adolescent’s transition from home to independence. 
 
 
 

Comskil is a Woman-Owned Small Business (WOSB) that has provided leadership and organizational 
development services in People, Process, and Technology (PPT); process improvement consulting, Agile 

https://www.pmi.org/
https://www.pmi.org/
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consulting; and training design, development and delivery since 1997. Comskil is globally recognized and 
respected in leadership development and in applying the latest neuroscience and health research to our 
workshops, teambuilding and coaching. Comskil is an Atlassian Expert and Solutions Partner for over 11 
years, providing agile tools for government and private business team to unleash their potential.  

 
Contact Us: 
Galina Knopman, President and CEO  
Ph: (301)896-0698 
Email: galina@comskil.com and galina@bestoflife.biz 
Vonda Burns, COO 
Ph; (240)483-7628 
Email: vburns@comskil.com 
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